
From: Rebecca Adams
To: Margaret Telfer
Subject: FW: Heritage Statement Greenhaugh Farm - 15NP0114
Date: 18 January 2016 11:51:31

To go online 15NP0114
 
From: Chris Jones 
Sent: 15 January 2016 15:01
To: Rebecca Adams
Subject: RE: Heritage Statement Greenhaugh Farm - 15NP0114
 
Hi Rebecca,
The resubmitted heritage statement resembles the presentation of data without any
particular discussion of how it relates to the development. However, it would be
unreasonable and disproportionate to the significance of the building to object to these
changes. The applicant has demonstrated a willingness to develop the building in a
way which allows the different phases of construction to be “read” and using materials
and designs in keeping with the general area, regardless of any specific requirement to
do so, which is clearly to be welcomed.
Best wishes,
Chris
 
From: Rebecca Adams 
Sent: 11 January 2016 15:49
To: Chris Jones
Subject: FW: Heritage Statement Greenhaugh Farm - 15NP0114
 
Hi Chris,
 
Following your comments on the Heritage Statement received to discharge Condition 4 of
15NP0026 (Greenhaugh Farm), please find attached a copy of the revised Heritage Statement
for your comment.
 
Regards,
 
Rebecca
 
From: Angie Palmer  
Sent: 11 January 2016 15:07
To: Rebecca Adams
Subject: Heritage Statement Greenhaugh Farm
 
Hi Rebecca
 
Please find attached the updated version of the Heritage Statement.
 
Please let me know if this is sufficient.
 
Thank you
 
Angie Palmer
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